Site-specific recognition of guanosine by manganese(III) corroles in DNA non-duplex regions through active oxygen transfer.
DNA damage plays an important role in cellular processes. Besides natural protein nucleases, different types of efficient agents for DNA damage have been developed over recent decades in the search for new anticancer and antiviral drugs. In addition to the double-stranded configuration, DNA structures also include some non-duplex regions, which are considered to be from spontaneous errors in DNA replication, thus playing an important role for cells. Herein, we focused on these non-duplex regions of DNA and generated manganese(III) corroles, which exhibit a highly selective cleavage ability for guanosine units located at non-duplex portions, such as loops and bulges. The cleavage mechanism was demonstrated to be a manganese-induced oxidation process. The results given herein show a molecular approach that could specifically probe the guanosine units in DNA non-duplex structures, thus representing a promising step in the construction of tools to target non-duplex structures in chromosomes.